
 

 

 

 

 

 

Website proposal 

 

Update and integration of E commerce component on new cloud based server. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

The Papua New Guinea Cancer foundation website launched in 2017 has been lacking updates of 

the site with the emergence of newer technology. To assist with the prominent work, the 

foundation offers, we would like to propose the following updates to the current site. 

Website Rapport 

Current Version  

Domain 

Rapport 

Web3 basic 6.2 
 
www.pngcancerfoundation.org 

Basic structure and design is credible yet insufficient to 
process current trends in development with the integration of 
an e-commerce component and updated User friendly 
interface for ease of; 

1. Update (Content and publications of and belonging to the foundation’s 

work in and around the country) 

2. UI lacks advanced platform modifications to suit multi-device access 

3. Inventory management system for tracking of Items retailed during 

campaigns and programs of the foundation. 

4. Lacks proper backend management for the data and overall website 

5. Security of the site requires a structured approach and immediate update 

of the system. 

6. Modern management of data  

Update(s) Infrastructure 

Migration to cloud based AWS (Amazon web services) server as your 

preferred host with a minimum of;  

- 200+ cloud supported services 

Primary server: ttk_sol_sme_1                                          
Secondary server: ttk_sol_sme_1  

K110.00/month in hosting and service support 

3 tier security Update 

1. Cloud encryption 

2. SSL Security Certificate 

3. Embedded scripts 



 

 

Platform migration; 
From a syntax based development environment we can migrate to 

Wordpress based content management system. This will enable; 

1. E commerce integration: 
Products and merchandise sold commercially during segments of 

campaigns and programs. This will increase your income for the 

items and provide and avenue run an expanded retail window of 

the merchandise. 

2. Asset management of products: 
All merchandise can be placed in the online inventory for easier 
access and accountability of each portion of merchandise sold. 

This entails details and instantaneous reports 
3. User friendly client based updates: 

Client can have officers at the foundation do direct updates via the 

user friendly GUI. Articles and Posts can easily update from the 

backend management system without development knowledge.  
4. Data Security and backups: 

Site security and data can easily be backed-up and motioned into 

storage for easier retrieval at a later date. 

Summary The current site is sufficient considering other organizations are only 

seeing the importance of a website concurrent to the emergence a 

pandemic and new market technologies in the country.  

The updates will allow for a more ambitious approach to how 

programs and campaigns are conducted with regards to the Niupela 

pasin, the foundation can continue its operation without 

compromise. This can easily increase the foundations digital 

footprint and allow for a more fluid dissemination of information with 

the assistance of a structured digital implementation and integration 

program supported by an e commerce component and your already 

flourishing social media presence.  

 

With such proposed updates, it will significantly portray a level of 

innovation, initiative and relevancy of the foundations work without 

compromising core values of the foundation within difficult financial 

times with the wake of the pandemic yet to be felt. Initiative to 

undertake such an endeavor will be applauded and allow continuity 

of the work of the foundation irrespective of the current state of 

affairs within the country. 

 


